Mechanistic Investigation of the Defect Activity Contributing to the Photoluminescence Blinking of CsPbBr3 Perovskite Nanocrystals.
Exploration of the full potential of the perovskite nanocrystals (NCs) for different applications requires a thorough understanding of the pathways of recombination of the photogenerated charge carriers and associated dynamics. In this work, we have tracked the recombination routes of the charge carriers by probing photoluminescence (PL) intermittency of the immobilized and freely diffusing single CsPbBr3 NCs employing a time-tagged-time-resolved method. The immobilized single CsPbBr3 NCs show a complex PL time-trace, a careful analysis of which reveals that nonradiative band-edge recombination through trap states, trion recombination, and trapping of the hot carriers contribute to the blinking behavior of any given NC. A drastically suppressed PL blinking observed for the NCs treated with a tetrafluoroborate salt indicates elimination of most of the undesired recombination processes. A fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) study on the freely diffusing single NCs shows that enhanced PL and suppressed blinking of the treated particles are the outcome of an increase in per-particle brightness, not due to any increase in the number of particles undergoing "off"-"on" transition in the observation volume. The mechanistic details obtained from this study on the origin of blinking in CsPbBr3 NCs provide deep insight into the radiative and nonradiative charge carrier recombination pathways in these important materials, and this knowledge is expected to be useful for better design and development of bright photoluminescent samples of this class for optoelectronic applications.